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Cure Bacterial Vaginosis Now: Three
Days To Freedom, Freshness &
Femininity

Is bacterial vaginosis making you miserable? Do you find yourself constantly worrying about what
BV will do to your body? Are you scared the symptoms will come back to haunt you?If you
answered yes to any of these questions, take comfort in knowing that you are not alone. About one
in 425 women experience the alarming disease at least once in their lives, and any woman is
potentially at risk of developing the illness.More importantly, there are proven and tested ways to
successfully alleviate the symptoms and become free of the disease. Just a simple three-day
remedy will rid you of BV forever, in fact. This is the promise of Cure Bacterial Vaginosis Now by
Elizabeth Hungerford.Contrary to common belief, bacterial vaginosis is an imbalance in the
vaginaâ€™s bacterial ecosystem, not an infection. The secret to saying bye-bye to BV forever is to
make that balance return to normal, which is what Cure Bacterial Vaginosis Now will tell you how to
do. By the end of the book, you will: Have a good understanding of the female anatomy Understand
the causes, symptoms, and treatments of bacterial vaginosis Know preventive measures to keep
BV from happening Know how to avoid harmful things you may have been unknowingly doing to
your body Have the right words to say to you partner in the event you want to abstain while
recovering from the disease Feel relief in the knowledge that everythingâ€™s going to be alright;
you will be cured Learn how to return to a normal way of living without a single threat of BV The
best part about Elizabeth Hungerfordâ€™s remedy is that itâ€™s so simple, and it works really,
really fast. "Say Bye Bye to BV" provides the ultimate remedy that is to be performed over a span of
three days, but you will find remarkable relief even on the first day.You no longer have to suffer from
the anxiety and confusion that comes along with having bacterial vaginosis, so hit "Buy Now"!
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I am convinced this is the best, if not the safest, treatment for bacterial vaginosis. This is firsthand
information from someone who tried the bookâ€™s remedy and had recurring BV. Sorry for the TMI,
but I would like to share my experience.I was diagnosed with BV four months ago. My discharge
smelled funky and more than usual, but I wasnâ€™t sure if it was normal or something else because
Iâ€™ve never had an infection of any kind, I think. As what anyone would do in such a situation, I
turned to the internet for answers, and people suggested it might be BV. And they were right
because the doctor confirmed it.The doctor prescribed an antibiotic, which I religiously took. The
symptoms disappeared but after I got my period, surprise, surprise, the BV returned. I took the
medication again and the infection was gone. But then a month later, after my next period, same
discharge, same nasty smell. I got tired of relying on antibiotics, so I went online to find other
solutions. Thatâ€™s how I landed on this book.I followed the three-day treatment. It left me feeling
fresh and clean, and the symptoms subsided almost instantly. My last period has come and gone.
So far, so good. No signs of BV. I am hoping this will continue forever and ever.I think the best part
about this remedy was that it brings balance back to your good and bad bacteria levels. The
antibiotics were merely trying to kill the infection, which BV isnâ€™t. Itâ€™s an imbalance. As it turns
out, according to the author, the key to curing BV is maintaining a healthy balance between good
and bad bacteria. So I guess the antibiotics were killing both the bad and good bacteria.Of course,
advice from a professional is just as important. I myself wouldnâ€™t count on the internet solely for
health advice.

I bought this book while in the middle of a BV infection. So I knew that if what this book said worked,
my BV infection would be gone. The book itself lacked strong writing and had grammatical errors.
But I wanted to look past that because it was the cure I was after. So I tried her first
recommendation, and I have to say, the instructions were not thorough. I think she assumed that
everyone has douched before. I had never done it. And rather than doing it over a toilet, she has

you insert twice the amount of a regular-sized douche while lying down - never once recommending
that you do this on top of a few towels, because you are going to have a large puddle underneath
you. This may have been common sense to some, but seriously, more thorough directions were in
order here.Furthermore, following her recommendations was extremely uncomfortable and even
painful, to the point that I felt very weird in my vaginal area up to my lower abdominal area for days
after I stopped the treatment. I felt sick. I couldn't do much walking because it hurt so bad. My
husband considered taking me to the ER at one point. I just waited it out, as I didn't want a
ridiculous bill just for someone to give me prescription-strength Motrin.I never made it the second
step. If the hydrogen peroxide caused me that much trouble, I couldn't bear to think what the apple
cider vinegar would do, considering how that burns your esophagus if it is not VERY diluted (50%
just doesn't cut it). I didn't exactly care to try putting that in my you-know-what. I feared that it would
sear my fallopian tubes or worse. It took me a week just to recover from step one. And the BV was
still there, so I resorted to my trusted medicinal cream that I got from my doctor. I knew it would
work.
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